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ALEXANDER M. ~fG1 ~ SEC~TARY or STATE (PROFI,¥EJ 
• • •' J 
.SOLO 19\·STATE$tAN NAIItEO TO .TOP FOREIGN f'OLI,CY POST 
. 
. . ' ~ 
THE NJMINATION OF RETIRED ARUY·GE~IUL ALEXA.NlER M, HAU~.­
JR. AS SECRETARY OF STATE RETURNS TO WASHINGTON'S 
OORR IDORS OF POWER A SOLOIER•STATESWAN WI'OSE SERVIct UNlER . 
Rt.:PUBL I CAN· ANl OEMOOUT IC ADMINISTRATIONS MA.:tKED Hlt.4 AS. AN 
INTELLECTUAL, HAI\OWORKING, EFFtCTIVE AOMIN1STRATOR I~ MANY· 
CR ISIS S ITUAT I ON,S. . · · . .. ' '' . , ' . ; , 
HAIG, AS"WHIT£ HOUSE CHIEF OF SJ.AFF IN THE FINAL t.I)NTHS.' 
OF RICHARD NIXON•s WATERGATE•fiREQKEO ADMINISTRATION, IS .. 
OtEOITEO BY MANY WITH SAVING .·THE'''PRESIOENCY FROM OOMP\.ETE . 
,. OOLLAPSE ANl l'tiTH PREPARING Tlit WA'V'.FOR THE OROERLY TRANSFER 
OF POWE.R TO GERALD FORO UPON NlXON'S·RESIGNATI.ON.'IN 197~• · ··· 
IT WAS HA IG WHO SUBSEQl,£NTLY AS SUffiEME ALt. lED COWANlER . 
A~ C:OMMA~ER IN CHIEF OF AlitER I CAN FORCES IN El.ROPE WON . 
RESPECT TH\OUGHOUT THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION 
(NATO> FOR IMPROVII'G Tt-L Al.LIANCE;'S T~AINING. ANl STRATEGY. 
ANl. FOR HIS AR.T IClLATELY VOICED CONCERNS ABOUT THE SOVIET 
MILITARY BUILDUP' ON THE CONT I~Nr. . . 
1-£ IS . THE F)R st PRO FE SS-fONAI.o ;SOLDIER TO HEAD Ttie: STATE"" 
OEPAA1l!ENT SINCE· G.E~FUL GEORGE ·c, MARSHALL t-ELO fHE SENIOR' 
CABtr'IET POST >IN THE HARRY T!\WAN ADMINIST!UT ION IN Tt£ .L·ATE 19~ 0' s •. , : .: ' .. ; ... . ; . . ·, . . ' 
HAIG, ~6, COMES BACK TO WASHH~TON F'ROM PRIVATE Llf'E :_AN) 
Tt£ PRESIDENCY Ot:'. UNITED TECI-t~L.()GIES CORPORAl ION, A OOMP'ANY 
THAT RANKS AS 0~ OF AMERICA'S 20 LARGEST. ··· · 
t-£ SPENT FOLR~UD·A•HALF YEARS .AT NATO, Rt.T IR I~ 
UNEXPECT·EOLY IN ,1979• AS 1-£ LEtT, Tt£ FQLR-STAf\ GENERAL 
'SOUI'{)EO ALARM BELLS ABOUT MOSCOW'S IN~EASEO :CONVENTIONAL 
ANl·TACTICAL FORCES IN CEN'I'RAL:EOROPE. ANl TI-E SOVI~T'S 
"Bl,.ATANT,. ILLEGAt,., •• fNTER VENT 10~ IN TI-E THIRD WORLO." 
WHILE AT NATO, t£ WAS A STRONG .SUPPORTER OF Tt£ NEUTRON 
WEAPON. IT WAS SA 10 THAT t£ HAD SERIOUS DIFFERENCES n ITH 
, Tt£ CART~R ADMI:-.!'ISTRATlON IN 1978 .ANl Tt-REATEt£0. TO R~SIGN, 
PARTLY BECAUSE OF THE OECISION ~ WAStHNGTON TO DE\.AY . 
PRODUCT ION OF Tt£ NEUTRON WEAPON. · ~UT HA IG H~S~O.ENIEO 1£ 
Tt-REATEI'£DTOQUn.. , ,.· :. . ._ ·. '· ;. ·;: 
HA IG PERCE lYE$ Tt£ NEED FOR 1 •GREUER CONS I ST'ENC~ IN , :. 
U.S, POL ICY. . .· :·: : .. : ' 
;·' 
·,Annex 
. - ·- -· ~· -
" A LITTLE.~VER A.YEAR AGO, ~::sAio·t·,\l'A t£WS._INTERVIEWI __ _ 
ANY POST•V IETNA~,- POST•WAT£RGAi£•;A~R I CAN LEADERSHIP .IS 
FACE'O WITH PROFOUNl. CHALLENGES.-. rE'RE PERCEIVED' lNEl.ROPE 
TO HAVE LOST. nE•V£ GOf lO LOOK, 4T THIS IN Tt£ CONTEXT OF 
DEVELOP lNG A GR'EAT.ER CONS I $TENOY" 'Vl li.ER I CAN· POLICY. THE 
FUNCT IONAI. AREAS1 OF ARMS CONTROL;! t.40t£T AR Y AFFAIRS, ENERGY 
. AID SECl.f\ lTV POL:fCY HAVE GpT. TO BE INTEGRATED.• .' 
HA IG TOLO t'IEWSWEEI< MAGAZINE .IN'.THAT. INTER VIE~ THAT 
"UNQl£STIONABLY,· WE ARE GO. lNG TO HAVE TO GI.VE GREATER·· 
EMPHA 51 S TO REGIONAL MIL ITAl\Y. CAPAB IL-IT'IES, BOTH 
CONVENTIONAL AM> NIJQ.EAR,.. ~ SA 10· •tHAT' S WHY NATO IS OF' 
GREATER IMPORTANCE TODAY THAN IT WAS AT ITS ·INCEPT IbN AFTER 
WORLD 11AR TWO." : . . · 
"WE CAN N:l t.ONGER," HE SAID, .. •viEW EVERY OEt.E,TER IOUS .. 
EVENT THAT OCCLRS IN Tt£ CONTtxt OF SOVIET DUPLJCITY. BUT 
riE CANNJT RECOIL'FROM CHALLENtffNC··ILt.EGAL, BL~TANT SOVtET · 
INTERVENTION, ES5'ECIALLY IN THE THIRD WORLD,".. :- · . 
"HOW CAN YOU," t£ ASKED, "BUILD. A JUST At-D RESPONSIBLE 
1\ELAT IONSHIP WITH THE SOVIET UNION Ut-DER THE RUBR tC OF 
DETENTE IF YOU PROCEED .IN AN ALMOST MII'.OLESS WAY IN 
FUNCTIONAL AREAS!"•• CREDIT T~ANSFERS, MO~TARY AFFAIRS, ARWS. 
c:x>NTROL •• WHILE,YOU SIMLLTAt£0USLY IGN:IRE Bl~TANT, ILLEGAL 
' I-NTER VENT ION ISM?, . ••. . ' . · · 
HAIG WAS GR_ADUATEO F'ROM THE UNITED STATES MILITARY 
ACADEMY IN 19117• i HE .RECE I.VE'O AN M.A. ·DEGREE IN . 
INTERNAl IONAL. RELA~ IQN~ __ F'ROM GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY IN ·19~1 •. ' 
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IN H£ EARLY 1960'S HAIG SERVED AS AN ASSISTANT TO CYRUS 
VANCE. WHO WAS SECRETARY Of H£ ARMY ANl LATER DEPUTY DEFENSE 
SECRETARY. 
IN THE MID.;.1960'S HA!'i SAW ACTION IN VIETNAM AS COMMUDER 
Of Tt£ FIRST BATTALION OF THE 26TH INFANTRY. 
AT THE BEGINNING OF TI-E NIXON PRESIDENCY, HEfiRY 
KISSINGER, AS NATIONAL SECLRITY ADVISER, MADE HAIG HIS 
MILITARY ASSISTANT ON THE NATIONAL SECLRITY COUNCIL <NSC>. 
UNJER HAIG THE NSC STAFF WAS REORGANIZED TO I.MPROVE Tt£ 
fl..OW OF IDEAS ANl INFORMAl ION. 1-£. WAS L lA I SON BETViEEN H£ . · 
PENTAGON ANJ Tt£ STATE DEPARTMENT ANl WAS IN CHARGE Of NSC 
SESSIONS WHEN KISSINGER WAS ABSENT, 1-£ WAS REGARDED BY 
KISSII'l;ER AS AN "INliSPENSABLE DEPUTY.• 
IN 1970 HAIG WAS FROMOTED TO DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO HE. 
PRESIDENT ANJ BEGAN A NIJ.IBER Of. VISITS TO VIETNAM TO PROVIDE 
NIXON WITH FIRST•HANJ ASSESSMENTS OF Tt£ WAR SITUATION. 
HA IG SUCCEEDED IN GETT lNG SO.LfTH VIETNAt.£SE ACQUIESEN~ TO 
THE 197~ CEASEF IRE ACCORD. . 
.HAIG TOlRED .THE PEOPLE'S REPlBLIC OF CHINA IN 1972 TO LAY 
Tt£ GROUNlWORK FOR NIXON'S HISTORIC VISIT HERE THAT YEAR. 
BUT HA IG WANTED TO RET LR N TO HIS MIL IT AR Y CAREER, Al\0 
NIXON PROMOTED HIM FROM A TWO•STAR MAJOR-GENERAL TO A FOUR• 
STAR GENERAL. IN JANUARY 197,, HAIG BECAME ARMY VICE CHIEF 
OF STAFF. 
BY THE MIDDLE OF 197,, HOWEVER, H£ WATERGATE CRISIS 
FORCED THE RESIGNATIONS OF NIXON'S Q.OSEST TOP A·IDES, 
INO.LD lNG, H.R. HALDEMAN ANl JOHN ERL lOHMAN. HA IG WAS 
~OUGHT BACK TO THE WHITE HOUSE AN:l BECAt.!E CHIEF OF Sf AFF. 
Nl XON REL lEO ON HIM t£AV IL Y AS THE a\ ISIS WORSENED. 
HAIG WAS A~ARE OF THE SACPIFICE HE WAS MAKING IN RlTIRI~G 
FR ()A THE ARMY At-.0 OF THE BURDENS HE WOll.D UI\OER TAKE lT THE. 
WHITE I-lOUSE. HE JO.I<EO THAT liE WAS A "HISTORICAL PHE.NOMENON 
-- THE FIRST ACTIVE-DUTY GENERAL ~HO HAD TO R~fiRl FROM 
MILITARY SERVICE TO ENTER COMBAT," BUT HE. SAID THAT HE HAD 
"NO ALTERNATIVE BUT TO COME," 
HA IG WAS REPMTEDL Y t-.OT ·AS AUTHOR I TAR I AN AS HALDEVAN I.N 
THE JOB. A NIXON AIDE OBSERVED THAT "HALDE!w!AN ISSUED 
CRDERS. YOU WMK w'ITH HAIG AS AN EQUAL,·" . 
AFTER THE SUPRE!w!E COURT DECISION REQUIRI~ NIXO~ TO 
RELEASE THE WHITE HOUSE TAPES IN JULY 1974, HAIG IS SAID TO 
HAV[ KEPT THE GOVERM.1ENT FUNCTIONING AS A VIRTUALLY "ACTING 
PRES I DENT ... 
HE HAS KEPT A DfSCREET SILENCE ABOUT THE LAST DAYS OF THE 
NIXOI\' PRESIDENCY, AND IT RE~AINS A MATTER OF CONJECTURE 
WHETHER IT WAS HE WHO ORCHESTRATtD NIXON'S Rt~IGNATIONo 
HAIG CO~TINVED AS FORD'S CHIEF OF STAFF FOR SIX WEEKS, 
THEf\• FOOD NWED HI~ TO TliE TWO MOST PREST IG lOLlS OVERSUS 
MILITARY POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR A ~S. OFFICER •• SUPREWE 
ALLIED COM~ANDER, .EUROPE, AND COMMANOER IN CHIEF, ~MtRICAN 
FOOCES, EUROPE, · 
• WHEN ASKED IF HE FEARED .HI'S SERVICE IN THt. LAST DAY$ OF 
THE NIXON AD~INISTRATION WOULD HURT HIM, HAIG ~AID "I HARBOR 
ABSOLUTELY NO PR09LE~S OF CONSCIENCE WITH RESPECT TO MY 
CONDUCT AT THAT TIME, I SUPPOSE THAT ONE. OR ANOTHER 
DECISION ALONG THE WAY ~ICHT HAVE BEEN SOMEWHAT DIFFERE~T I~ 
HINDSIGHT. BUT, IN ESSENCE, I'M PROUD OF WHAT I 010,• 
• X X X • 
I 
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MYER RASIIISll: HAIG 'S ECONOMIC POLICY CHIEF (PROFILE) 
WA$HINGTON •• JUST AS SECRETARY OF STAll ALEXANDER M. 
HAIG IS SERVING AS PRESIDENT REAGAN'S •viCAR• <PROXY OR 
SU~StiTUlE> FOR FOREIGN POLICY, ~YlR RASHISK REGARDS HIMSELF 
AS HAIG•s "PARISH PRIEST FOR ALL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL 
ECONOMIC POLICY," 
RASHISH WAS CHOSEN tO SERVE AS UNDER SECRllARY OF StAtE 
FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS IN THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION WITH 
RESPONSIBILITIES AFFECTING IHlERNATIOhAL TRAbE, lHE WORLD 
MONETARY SYSTE~, THIRD WORL~ DEVELOPMENT, lhTlRNATIONAL 
ENERGY POLICY, AND EAST•WESl TRADE, 
.. AND SINCE n• S VERY DIFFICULT 10 DRAW A LINt. BETWEEN 
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY IN TODAY•s 
WORLD," HE, POINTS OUT, HE WILL WORK CLOSELY WITH OTHER 
AGENCIES OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT SUCH AS TREASURY, COMMERCE;' 
AGRICULTURE AND TH£ u.s. TRADE REPRESENTATlVE. 
T~E INTERCONNECTIONS BETWiEN DOr.ESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL 
ECONOMIC POLICY ARE PARllCULARLY PRONOUNCED IN INHRNAliONAL 
TRADE POLICY •• AN AREA THAT HAS ABSORBED A CONSlDEkABLE . 
· PORTlON OF HIS CAREER TO DATE.o 
hE WAS A PRINCIPAL AUTHOR OF THE 1962 TRADE EXPANSiON 
ACT, WHICH AUTHORIZtD u.s. PARTICIPATION IN THE KENNEDY 
ROUND Of TRADE NEGOTIATIONS tHAt lOOK PLACE BETWEEN 1962 AND 
196'1. 
. B.EFORE MOVING TO THE KENNEDY WHilE HOUSE 10 WORK ON THAT 
LEGISLATION, HE WAS A SPiCIAL ASS1STANT TO GEORGE aALL, WHO 
WAS UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS DURING THE 
KENNEDY YEARS. RASHISH SAYS THAT EXPERIENCE LEFt HI~ ,WITH 
VALUABLE INSIGHTS INTO WHAT HE WILL AND WILL ~OT B~ A~LE TO 
DO IN HIS PRESENT JOB WITH lk£ REAGA~ ADMINlSTRAllONo HE 
ALSO WORKED AT THE STATE DEPARTMiNT IN THE EARLY 19;o•s AS 
AN ECO~OMIST IN THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND 
DEVELOPMENt. 
BETWEEN HI~ STINTS AT THE STATE DEPARTMENT, RASHISH WAS 
CHIEF ECONOMIST AND STAFF DIRECTOR FOR THE TRADE POLICY 
SUBCOM~lTlEE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES WAYS AND MEANS 
COMMITTEE fROM 19)6 TO 1960, AND AN ECONOMIC CONSULTANT TO 
THE COMMITTEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE POLICY •• A NON•PROFIT 
GROUP OF BUSINESSMEN SEEKING TO ENCOURAGE THE UNITED STATES 
TO FOLLOW A LIBERAL TRADE POLICY •• FROM 1954 TO 1956, 
HE TAUGHT ECONOMICS AT THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY, WILLIAMS COLLEGE, TUFTS COLLEGE, ,AND BOWDOUI 
COLLEGE BETWEEN 19.-6 AND "19Sie 
SINCE LEAVING THE KENNEDY WHITE HOUSE IN 196!, RASHISK 
HAS OPERATED AN INDEPENDENT CONSULTING ECONOMIST FIRM IN 
WASHINGTON, tHE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE OF THE u.s. 
CONGRESS AND tHE SENATE FINA~CE COMMITTEE HAVE SEEN AMONG 
HIS CLIENTS. . 
PRESIDEN.l FORD· APPOINTED HlPI tO BE A MEMBER OF THE 
PRIVATE SECTOR ADVISORY COM~ITTEE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS. 
PRESIDENT CARTER REAPPOINTED HIM tO tHE COI'IMITTEE, AND HE 
WAS ELECTED ITS CHAIRMAN IN JANUARY, 1980. 
RASHlSH SERVED AS A MEMBER OF THE KENNEDY TRANSITION TEAM 
IN 1960·61 AND THE REAGAN TRA~SlTION TEAM IN 1980•81. 
'lNTERNAliONAL:ECONO~lC POLICY IS ESSENTIALLY NONPARTISAN, HE 
EXPLAINS, AND "THERE HAS BEEN EXTROARDihARY CONSISTENCY AND 
CONTINUITY IN U.S. POLICY IN THiSE AREAS SINCE THE iND.~F 
WORLD WAR TWO," . . 
.. IF THEkE IS TO BE A DIFFERENCE IN THE REAGAN APPROACH," 
HE. ADDS, "IT WOULD FLOW FRO~ THE DECIDEDLY MARKET·ORIENTED 
PHILOSOPHY AND ATTITUDE OF THIS ADMINISTRATION, WklCK 
COMMITS US 10 A LIBERAL TRADE. POLICY AND AN OPEN . 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY, AND A REC~GhlliOh OF lHL NEED TO 
DEVISE RULES OF LAW THAT ALL COUhTRIE~ WILL A&IDE SYo" 
RASHISH SAYS A MAJOR LESSON HE HAS LEAR~iD FROM DEALING 
WITH INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY QUESTIONS OVER JHE YEARS 
IS THAT "THESE CAN•t BE SEPARATED FORM POLlllCS, EITHER 
WITHIN THE UNITED STATES OR OVERSEAS." hE IS ENCUURAGING 
THE STATE DEPARTMENT TO ·~ORK MORE CLOSELY WITH OUR DOMESTIC 
CONSTITUENCIES," THAN IN THl PAST. 
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h~ BlLlEVES THE fUNDAMENTAL lSSUlS thE WORLD fACtS ·A~E 
PROSLEMS OF POVERTY •• EVEN ~llHlN THE RICH COUNIRI~S •• AND 
HOW ThE WORLD CAN BECOME MORE EFFICIENT AND MORl P~ODUCTlVEI 
AND HOW CAN WE SOLVE ThE POLITICAL TENSION~ ThAT ARI~E FROM 
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS, AND ESPECIALLY HOW WE CAN DEVELOP A WORLD 
SYSTEM 1HA1 IS HOSPITABLE TO THE MORE EFFICllNl ORGANIZATION. 
OF WORLD PRODUCTION AND EXCHANGE.• 
RASHlSH WAS BORN AT CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSEttS, NOVEMBER 
10, 1924. HE ATTENDED tHE BO~ION LATIN SCHOOL, AND RECEIVED 
A BACHELOR•s DEGREE IN 1944 AND A MASTtR•s DEGREE IN 1941 
fROM hARVARD, BOTH IN ECONO~ICS. 
HE IS MARR!ED AND HAS THREE CHILDREN. 
• X X X • 
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ROBERT D. HORMATS: KEY ECONOMIC POLICY AIDE (PROFILE) 
WASHINGTON ·• ROBERT D. HOR~ATS BRINGS EXTRAORDINARY 
EXPERIENCE AS A KEY U.S. FORElG~ ECONO~IC POLICY MAKER TO 
HIS NEW JOB AS ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC AND 
BUSINESS AFFAIRS. 
IN HIS NEW POST, HORMATS WILL SUPERVISE THE BUREAU IN THE 
DEPARTMENT THAT DEALS WITH 'INHRNAT IONAL FINANCE AND 
DlVELO~ENT, TRADE AND COMMERCIAL AFFAIR~, INllRNATIONAL 
RESOURCES AND FOOD POLICY, TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
AFFAIRS, A~D INTER~ATIONAL i.NERGY POLICY. HE WILL REPORT tO 
MYER RASHlSH, THE UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC 
AFFAIRS. 
SINCE 1919, HORMATS HAS SERVED A~ THE PRINCIPAL DEPUTY TO 
ThE u.s. TRADE REPRE~ENTATIVE. 
8ETWlEN 1911 A~D 1919, HOR~ATS WAS THE SENIOR DEPUTY 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY IN THE STAT~ DEPARTMENT BUREAU HE WILL 
NOW HEAD. DURING THAT PERIOD HE OFT~~ REPR~~ENTED THE 
UNITED STATES lN INTERNATIONAL MiETINGS IhVOLVING NORTH· 
SOUTH ISSUES. 
BEFORE THAT, FROM 1914 TO 1911, kE WAS A SiNlOR STAFF 
MEMBER FOR THE NATIONAL SECURllY COUNCIL, SPECIALIZING lN 
lkADE, MONETARY, AND DEVELOP~iNT lSSU~S. 
HORMATS IS THE ONLY U.S. OFFICIAL WHO AllEhD~D EACH OF 
THE •sUMMilw MEETINGS OF tHE HEADS OF StATE OF SEVERAL 
INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS DURING TH~ FORD AND CARTER 
ADMINISTRATIONS. HE .ALSO HELPED PRlPARE FOR THESE MEETINGS. 
FROM 191l TO 1914, HE WAS A GUEST SCHOLAR OF tHE 
&ROOKINGS INSTITUTION, A NON•PROFlT RESEARCH BODY IN 
WASHINGTON SPECIALIZING IN PUBLlC POLICY QUE~TJONS. 
HORMATS WAS BORh IN BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, IN l94lo HIS 
LIFE•LONG INTEREST IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS RECEIVED EARLY 
STIMULUS FROM HIS MAIN CHILDHOOD HOBBIES ••· STAMP COLLECTING 
AND hEADING HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY. HIS UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDIES At TUFTS UNIVERSITY IN MASSACHUSETTS GRADUALLY 
TURNED HIS MIND TOWARDS A PERCEPTION THAT ECONOMIC ISSUES 
OFTEN L~E AT THE CENTER OF INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS. · 
WHILE AT TUFTS, HE RECEIVED A GRANT IN 1963 TO STUDY 
ECONOMie DEVELOPMENT IN KENYA. A FEW YEARS LATER, HE 
RETURNED TO AFRICA AS A GRADUATE STUDENT, THI~ TI~E AS. A 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TANZANIA, WHERE H£ 
STUDIED RURAL AND VILLAGE DEVELOPMENt. HIS LATER PH.D 
DISSERTATION AT THE FLETCHER SCHOOL OF LAW AND DJPLO~ACY •• 
ON tHE POLITICS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENt IN TANZANIA ·• DREW -
ON HIS FIELD FINDINGS THAT AfRICAN PEASANT~ HAVE VISIBLY 
···----RESPONDED TO MARKET INCENTIVES. HE R&MAIIS CONVINCED THAT 
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ECONOMIC DEV£LOPMiNT PROGRAMS IN THE 
THIRD WORLD ARE THOSE THAT GIVE PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO 
SHARPENING ECONOMIC INCENTIVES fOR THE RURAL SECTOR. 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER REC~IVING HIS DOCTORATE IN 1969, 
HORMATS WAS INVITED TO BECOME AN ASSl~TANT 10 C. FRED 
BERGSTEN, THEN THE SENIOR ~TAFF MEMBER FOR INTERNATIONAL 
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AT TH~ NATIONAL SECURITY COUhClL. HORMATS 
REPLACED BERGSTEN WHEN BEHGSTEN RESIGNED FROM TH~ 
GOVERNMENT. ' • 
HORMATS HAS OfTEN SAID HIS MOST SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO u.s. ECONOMIC POLICY HAVE INCLUDED HIS WORK IN THE 
INTlRNATIONAL ~ONETARY AREA IN 1911 AND HIS PARTICIPATION IN 
SUMMIT PREPARATIONS DURING THE CARTER ADMlNl~TRAllON. 
. wiN 1911t WE WERE TRYING TO ESTABLISH THE BA~lS FOR 
PIOVING FROM THE BRETTON WOODS SYSTEM OF FlXED EXCHANGE RATES 
TO A MORE FLEXIBLE INTEkNATIONAL MON~TARY SYSlEM,w HE 
RECALLED, AND THE SMITHSONIAN AGREEMENT OF THAT YlAR ALSO 
SET THE STAGE FOR THE TOKYO ROUND OF TRADE NEGOTIATIONS. 
• X X X • 
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RICHARD V. ALLEN : NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR (PROFlL£) 
LOW PROFILE EXPECT EO FOR. REAGAN NSC AOV I $OR 
RICHARO.v. ALLEN, WHO SERVED AS SENIOR FO~EIGN POLICY 
AOV I S(R TO RONALD REAGAN OUR I NG Tt£ 1980 PRES IOENT UL 
CAMPAIGN, HAS BEE~ NA~EO BY THE PRESIDENT-ELECT AS ASSISTANT 
TO THE PRES I DENT FM NU IONAL SECUR tTY AF'FA IRS, 
ALLEN, WHO WILL SERVE IN A POSITION ~ADE. HIGHLY VISIBLE 
BY HEIII\Y KISSINGER AND ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI, TOLD l NUl'S 
CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON DE.CE~BER 23, THAT HE. WOULD KEEP A 
-Low PROFILE" DURING HIS SERVICE IN THAT POSITION, HE SAID 
HIS JOB WOULD BE T 0 -COORD I NATE A t-.0 PER FOR~ A L lA I SON FUNCT I CN. • 
OB~ERVERS BELIEVE THAT WITH ALEXANDER ~. HAIG SLATED TO 
·8EC~E REAGAN'S SECRETARY OF STATE A~Q EXPECTED TO WIELD 
CONSIDERABLE INFLUENCE OVER U,S, FOREIGN POLICY IN THAT 
POSITION, ALLEN'S CHARACTERIZATION COULD WELL BE AC'CUIUTE, 
AND THEY SAY IT IS INTEN~t.J THAT ALLE!II BE A COORDI~'UOR 
RATHER THAN SPOKESMAN FOR FO~EIGN POLICY, 
ALLE!II HAS BEEN SERVING ftllH HAIG ON THE PAESIDE.NT•ELECT'S 
INTERIM FOREIGN POLICY ADVISC~Y SOARD, HE. HAS BEEN THl 
LIAISON WITH BRZEZINSKI'S NATIONAL SECURITY .COUt\CIL STAFF AT 
TI-E: ri'HITE HOUSE DIJ\ IlliG THE TRANSITIO~. 
REAGAN'S NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR WAS FOREIGfll POLICY 
ADVISeR TQRICHARO tJ, NIXON DURING THE 1968 PRE.SIDENTI.AL 
CAMPAIGN, AFTER NIXO~ WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT, ALLE~ WAS 
APPOI~TED AND BRIEFLY SERVED AS SENIOR STAFF tJE~BER OF THE 
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL STAFF RUN BY HENRY A. KISSINGER, 
LATER, HE SERVED ON THE WHITE HOUSE STAFF AS DEPUTY 
ASSIST,ANT TO THE PRESIOENT"FOR INTERNATIONAL E.CONOtJIC 
AFFAIRS AND AS DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE COUNCIL ON 
INTERNATIO~AL ECONOMIC POLICY. 
StNCE 1972, ALLEN HAS BEEN PRtSIDENT OF POTO~AC 
INTER~ATIO~AL CORPORATION, A ~ASHJNGTON, D.C. CONSULTING 
fiRIJ, . 
HE HAS BEEN A IJE~BER OF THE PRESIDENT'S CO~MISSION ON 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INVESTMENT POLICY, A WEtJBER OF THE 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE PRlStNT DANCER, 
A MEMBER OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE Oh INTERNATION&L.AFFAIRS 
AND NATIONAL SECURITY OF THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
AND A~ A ~E~BER OF TH£ ADVISORY BOARD OF THE GEORGETOWN 
CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES. 
IN THE PAST YEARS THE NEW NSC ADVISOR HAS BEEN A SENIOR 
STAFF MEMBER OF BOTH THE GEORGETOWN CENTER• WHICH HE HELPED 
FOUND DURING THE 1~60'S, AND"OF THE HOOVER INSTITUTION ON 
WAR, REVOLUTION AND PEACE AT STANFORD. UNIVERSITY IN 
CALIFORNIA, WHERE HE WORKED PRIOR TO JOINING THl NIXON 
CAMPAIGN IN 1968. . . 
ALLEN EARNED BACHELOR'S AND WASTER'S DECREES FROM THE 
UNIVERSITY 0~ NOTRE DAME IN THE LATE 1950'S AND FOLLOWING 
THAT STUDIED IN GERMANY, 
HE IS MARRIED TO THE FORMER PATRICIA ANN ~ASON Of 
INDIANAPOLISt INDIANA, AND T~E~ AND TriEIR $EVtN CHILDREN, 
AGES FIVE TO 22, LIVE IN ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA,. 
• X X X • 
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MURRAY L. WEIDENBAUM: REAGAN'S CHIEF ECONOMIC ADVISER 
WASHINGTON •• AN ECO~OMIST WHO HA$ L.OMI BE.E.N u-1 ARDENT 
CRITIC OF GOVERNMENT INT£RFERE~C~ IN fHE PRIVATE SECTOR HAS 
BEE~ NAUEO BY PRESIDENT REAGAN TO HEAu HIS COUNCIL OF 
EC0N().41C ADVISERS, 
THE NOMINEE IS ~URRAY Lo WEIQENBAU~, A~ EXPERT o~· 
BUSINESS REGULATIO~ WITH MANY YEAR$ EXP~RIENCt BOTH IN 
GCNER~EIIIT AND 1111 THE PRIVAT~ SC:CTOR. 
W(IOE~BAU~, A PROFESSOR AT WASHIIIIGTON U~IV~RSITY, WAS ON£ 
OF REAGA~'S KEY ECOIIIOUI~ AuVISERS I~ THE PRESIOE~TIAL 
CA~P~IGIII AND HEADED A T~ANSITION T~A~ ON A~GULATORY ISSUES. 
REAGAN CALLED "E IOEIIIBAUM "0f'4E OF THE COUNTRY'.$ tiOST . 
DISTINGUISHED ECO~OMISTS WITH A. BROAD BACKGROUND IN 
BUSINESS, THE' ACADEMIC tfORL.O AM) GOVER~tiE.M,'! 
IF APPROVED BY THE SENATE, "EIOENBAUV ~ILL BE "THE CHIEF 
ECONCJ.ciC ADVISER TO THE P.RESIDENT AND THE CABINET," THE 
N().41NE.E TQI ... D REPORTt:RS JANUARY 2,, THE COUNCIL OF ECONO.,·IC 
A~VISERS, COMPOSED OF T~E CHAIR~AN AND T~O OTHlR .,eMBERS, IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR'ANALYZIIIIG Trl( NATIONAL ECO~OMY A~O ADVISING 
THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS 0~ ECOfo..O.,•IC DEVELOPWE.~TS, 
I~ UOST ADMINISTRATIONS, THE SE.CRt.TlRY OF TH£: T~EASLRY, 
THE DIRECTOR OF THE OFFlC~ OF Ml~AG£M[NT A~O BUDGET, A~ THE 
CHAIRMA~ OF THE COUNCIL OF ECb~O~IC AOVIS£RS HAY~ S~tN 
CONSIDERED TN£ KE.Y FIGlA'£S 1\ DEVELOPII\'C ECONOMIC POLICI!S. 
PRE:SIOEIIIT REAGAN'S TREASURY SECRE.TlRY, OOI.lALi) 'Rt.Ga>,;, HlS 
BEEN OESIGhATEO CHIEF ECONO~IC ~POKEi~A~ FOR. lHE 'E~ 
Au\4IN I STRATI ON, 
AS H£:l0 OF THl REGL'UTIOt.~ TASK FORC£ OURII\G TH£ 
lRANSITIO~, 'IIEI0£1';6.\lJ.V RE.C'OvME~EO A ONE•Y(Atl MORATORIU~ 0~ 
ALL NEW H.OERAL RECI..lATIOI'o.S, THE ~ORATORIW, Ytt.l;jr.~·etU~' 
SAYS, Y'ICIUlD GIVE ·THE A:>VI'\t•TqATIOI\ T111.E TO CO~.SIO\.q CHAf\Gt.S 
l.'l F£0EtHL RULES GOVE.RI\.:1\G f.WIROt,NE~TAL PROlE.CTIO~., fN£RGY, 
CONSU'-It:f\ SlFt.TY, CO:vPETITIOI'-4, ·.'fORKER HF~TY A!I.O OTtli:.R 
REGULATORY AREAS. 
H( IS THE AUTHOO OF A COI'.TROVe?.SIAL STLOY, OFH.I\i C'llE.D BY· 
BUSINESS, THAT ESTI~ATEO ThE COST OF REGULATIO~ TO 6~ 
102,700 MILL I ON DOLLA~ S IN 1979, . 
YtEID£111BAU~ TOLD REPORTERS H~ IS VERY WUCh I~ FAVOR OF ThE 
Kf.~f'>-ROTH TAX PLAN, SUPPORTEJ BY REAGA"-t lHAl CALLS FOR A 
Tf.N·PE:RCEI';T CUT I h PERSOI\AL 'TAXt.~ t.ACh YEAR FOR THE. I'•EXl 
Tl'f\E.E. Yt:AR S. 
"IT IS Tl-£ CE.NTf.RPIECE OF' THt. REAGAI'; E.C'Ot-.OtJIC PLAt.," HE 
SAIO, AODII';G "THE SOOI';ER TH~ 9ETTER" ~H(t. A~KtJ 'f1Hf~ THi lAX 
CUT ~HOULO SE IMPLEMI:':NHO. 
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WEIDE~BAUM SEES TAX REDUCTIO~S AS CENTRAL TO U~~LI~G 
SIMULTA~EOUSLY WITH THE PR09LEVS OF I~FLAtiON A~O 
UNEMPLOYME.M. SUCH RE.OUCTIOI'IIS W.ILL LEAD TO Ar-.. t.XPAN~IOt\ OF 
THt ECO~~y AND MORE JOBS FOR rNDIVIOUAL~, HE tXPLAI~ED. 
MEAN~HILE, H~ ADDED, BY CUTTING TH~ RATl OF CRO~TH I~ 
COVER~ENT SPEI'-IOI~G, IIIIFLATIC~ WILL SLOI'ILY BE BROl.GHT OOrt~. 
ifEIDE.NBALM SAID THAT THE REAGAI'II AOMINISTRAT,ICN \'tiLL 
'"STICK TO THIS COURSE" UIIITIL IIIIFLATIOI\I IS Uf\D~R CONTROL. 
V'f£1DENBAW ALSO E.XPECTS BUSINESS TAX CUTS, HRGETt.D TO 
INCREASE. lt-.VEST~ENT, TO BE PART OF' THE OVf..RALL f.CO~.IO..,IC 
PACKAGE THAT RE~GAN HAS PRO~ISEO TO RELEA~E. IN CO..,I~G WE.F.KS. 
HE SAID HE FAVCRS MORE RAPID TAX REDUCTIO~~ FOR 
BUSINESSES THAT lf-4VE~T lt-. PLANT Al\0 EQUIPVE~T ••. CA1.LE.D 
ACCELERATED OEPRECIAITON. HE SAIO THAT RE.GULATORY REFOR~· 
WILL PROVIDF BUSit-.ESSES WITH THE SAt.l£ RELII:.F AS A "'WPPLY• 
S IDE• TAX CUT~ 
VtE IOEIIIBAW SAYS EXPECT AT IONS l't ILL PUY l CRL•C I Al. POLE. II'! 
THE ~UCt:'E. SS OF THE NEV'f ADMIN I STRATI Ot-.' S PROGR A~S, AM> THH 
INFLATIONARY EXPE.CTATIOI'IIS HAVE BEEN A J.IAJOR CAUSE OF THE 
RUNUP OF PRICES LAST YEAR. . 
"THE BASIC ttAY TO lt.:PROVE THE. t-.EGATIVE lXP£CHTIO~·s IS TO 
OEMO~STRATE THAT THIS ADMINISTRATION I~ E._,B&RKit-.G ON A LONG• 
TERM EFFORT TO R£0UCE THE SIZE OF GOV~R~wE."T," HE SAID. THIS 
WILL FREE UP THE EFFORTS OF THE PRIVATE ~~ClOR, HE AOOlD. 
WEIOl~BAUM S£RVl0 AS ASSISTA~T SECRlTARY OF THE TREASURY 
Fa\ ECONOMIC POL ICY FROM 1969·1971 U~ER THE. 1\JXOII. . 
ADUI~ISTIUTION. I~ 1971 HE E'STABLISHE.O THE. CE.NTi:.R FOR THt. 
STLOY OF AMERICAN BUSI~ESS Al'V'fASHINGTOr.. Ut-.IVE.RSITY. Af. TH£ 
CENTER, ~EIOENBAU~ CAI~EO HIS REPUTATIOt-. A~ A CRITIC OF 
FEDERAL REGU.AT ION. 
WEIDE.~BAUW, 53- SERVED AS AN ECONOMIST WITH THE OLD 
B~EAU OF THE BUDGET FROM 19119 TO 19'57· HE l'fAS A CORPOR Alt. 
ECO~OMIST V'fiTH TttE BOEING CO~IPANY I" SEATTLI:. FROt.: 195g TO 
1962 AND A SENIOR ECONOMIST V'fiTH THt STA~FORO RtSlARCH 
INSTITUTE FROM 1962 TO 1963. HE HAS BEE.~ A PROFE.SSCR WITH 
WASHINGTON UN1VERSITY IN Sl. LOUIS SINCl 1964~ 
tfEIOENBA~ RECEIVED A MASTER'S OECRE.E I~ ECOI\OVICS FRO!.' 
COLL~BIA UNIVERSITY AND A OOCTORATl FROM PRII\C£TON. HE IS 
THE AUTHOR OF MANY: BOOKS 0~ ECClNOt.'ICS, IS MARR lEO ·A"'O HAS 
THREE CHI LOREN. 
NOMII'IIEES FOR THE TWO REMAI~ING POSITIOI\S IN THE PRESIDENT'S 
COUNCIL OF ECONOWIC ADVISERS HAVE t.JOT YET BEEN AM:OUNCED. 
' 
• X X X • 
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BILL BROCK : TRADE REPRESENTATIVE (PROFILE) 
SKILLED P(l. 11 ICUN TO. HANDLE U.S, TR~D£ NtGOT lATIONS 
nASHINGTON •• PRESrOENT•ELECT RONALD REAGAN HAS FOLLO~ED 
A CARTER ADMINISTRATION PRECEDEI~T BY DESIGNATING BILL BROCK,. 
A SKILLED PROFESSIONAL POLITICIAN, AS THE ~EXT u.s. TRADE 
REPRESENTATIVE <USTR>. 
"BROCK, LIKE ROBERT STRAUSS BEFORE Hit.!, riiLL HAVE A LOT 
OF LEVERAGE AS THE PRINCIPAL U.S. TRADE NEGOTIATOR," ONE 
u.s. OFFICIAL SAYS. "HE'LL BE A ~MSER OF TH~ CABINET, ANl 
HE WILL REPORT OIRECTLY'TO THE PRESIDENT •• IN FACT, AS WELL 
AS IN THEQ\Y," HE EXPLAINED, "BE.CAUSE RUGAN KNOtiS 'Hit.' U.O 
RESPECTS HIM •• AND K~OWS HE IS CLOSE TO MOST OF THE 
COUNlRY'S MOST INFLUENTIAL POLITICIANS." . 
ALSO LIKE STRAUSS, BROCK ACCEPTED HIS PARTY'S NAT IO'NAL 
CHAIRMANSHIP fOLLOWING THE DEFEAT OF A PRESIDENTIAL 
CANDIDATE. JUST AS STRAUSS TOOK OVER THE DEMOCRATIC REINS 
fOLLQ'IING CEO\CE MCGOVERN'S OEF'E.AT IN. 1972, BROCK ASSUMED 
HIS iOSITION AFTER GERAlD fORD'S 1976 LOSS TO JIMMY CARTER. 
BEF<RE THAT, BROCK HAU REPRES£NT~D THE. THIRD 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF TlNNESSEE FOR THREE TERMS, fROM 
196~ TO 1971, IN THE HOUSE OF REPrtESENTATIVES. HIS VOTING 
RECORD THERE WAS GENERALLY Cl'NSERVAT I~E. HE WAS A MEIIBER OF. 
THE HOUSE BANKING AND CURRE.NCY CO~MITTEE DURING THOSE YEARS, 
AND THROUGH SERVICE ON THAT COMMITTEE B~CAW.E FAUILIAR WITH 
U.S. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ISSUES • 
. IN 1970, Tt-E:N CONGRESSMAN BROCK CHALLENGED ANO DEFEATED 
LONG-TERM TENNESSEE LIBERAL INCUW8~NT SE~ATO~ ALBE.RT GORE IN 
A CAMPAIGN FOCUSING ON CORE'S VOTING RECORD 0~ THE VIETNAM 
.riAR, THE R Cl.E OF THE SUPREME COURT, AI\D OTH~R EMCIT I ON ALLY• 
CHARGED ISSUES. 
IN HIS FIRST SEtiiATE TERM, HOWEVER, BROCK PROVt.D TO BE 
ANYTHING BUT A ZEALOUS RIGHT•Wip..GER; ACCORDING TO VETERAN 
U.S. POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT DAVIDS. BRODER OF THi 
WASHINGTON POST, RATHER, BRODER I'IROTE. IN 1977, .SE.NATOR 
BROCK BECA~E •INVOLVED DEEPLY AND SKILLFULLY IN THE 
IMPROVEMENT OF SENATE· PROCESSES, WORKING HARD TO ESTABLISH 
THE NEW CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET SYSTEM, AND JOINING SE.NATOR 
ADLAI E. STEVENSON, Ill <D.· ILL.> IN DESIGNING A REFORM OF 
SENATE C~MITTEE JURISDICTIONS ~0 SWEEPING IT HAS NOW BEEN 
PICKED TO PIECES BY THE TRADITIONALISTS IN THE SENATE," 
8RCOER, SAID BROCK, AS CHAIRt.'AN OF THE REPUBLICAN 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE, REVEALED HIMSELF AS "ONE OF )HE FEW 
ElECTED OFFICIALS WITH A GENUINE UNDERSTANDING AND 
APF'RECIAT I ON OF PARTY ORGANIZATION." .HIS CREDENTIALS, 
~CQER SUGCESTE~, "ARE 'PROPERLY CONSERVATIVE, BUT HI.S 
FRIENDSHIPS EXTEM) INTO Tt£ PROGRESSIVE niNe" Of' THE 
. REPUBLICAN PARTY. . . 
AS CHAIRMAN OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY, BROCK OE~ONSTRATED 
AN ABUNDANCE OF ENERGY AND ORGANIZATIONAL CREATIVITY. HE 
'MO\E THAN DOUBLED THE PARTY'S OPEIUTit-1;; 8\DGET U-.0 SHARPLY 
REDUCED ITS DEPENDENCE ON A RELATIVELY FEW WEALTHY 
SUPPORTERS BY MULTIPLYING ITS CONTRIBUTIONS fRO~ OT~£R 
MEMBERS. . 
WILL lAM EMERSON BROCK, I I I, WAS BOrtN NOVEMBER 2,, 19,0 IN 
CHATTANOOGA, HEIR TO THE BROCK CANDY COMPANY. HE ATTE.NOED 
WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY IN VIRGINIA, WHERE HE OBTAINED 
A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN COMM~RCE IN 19'~· THE SA~£ 
YEAR, HE JOINED THE U.S. NAVY AS AN ENSIGt-1. FROM 19~4 TO 
1956 HE SERVED WITH THE u.s. ·SEVENTH FLEET IN THE FAR .EAST. 
BROCK ENTERED THE FA~ILY CANOY BUSINESS IN 19,6 AND 
EVENTUALLY HEADED THE COt.lPANY"S MARKET RESEARCH DEPARTt.'€H. 
HE WAS SERVING AS ITS VIC£ PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF ~ARKETING 
Wt£N HE TOOK HIS SEAT AS A U.S, CONGRESSMAN. 
BROCK IS MARRIED 10 THE FORMER LA~A HANDLY ("MOFFET"), 
THEY HAVE THREE SONS1 WILLIAM EUERSON, IV, OSCAR HANDLY, 
AND JOHN KRUESI, ANO ONE DAUGHTER, LAURA HUTCHESON. 
HIS OUTDO<~\ DIVERSIONS INO...UOE SAILING, VtATER•SKIING, A~ 
HIKING. 
· -xxx-
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JOHN R. BLOCK : AGRICULTURE (PROFILE) 
ILLI~OIS FARMER TO EMPHASIZE EXPORTS 
GREATER EVPHASIS 0~ ACRIC~lURAL TRADE AND EXPORTS IS 
LIKELY TO BE A PR·IMARY INTEREST OF PRESIDENT-ELECT ~ONALO 
REAGAN'S CHOICE FOR SECRETARY OF .AGRICULTUR~. 
JOHN R. BLOCK, AN ACTIVE FARV-ER A~D DI~~CTOR OF lHE 
ILLINOIS FARM BUREAU,· HAS BEEN A LEADtR I~ PROMOTING FOOO 
EXPORT$ AND READILY POINTS OUT THAT. HIS STATE IS AI/ERICA'S 
LARGEST EXPORTER OF AGIUCULTURAL' PMDUCTS, . 
AS DIRECTOR, BLOCK TRAVELED WIDELY ON FACT·FINOI~·c TOU!.S 
ANl TO PROviOTE ILLINOIS AGR~CU..TURE PRODUCTS. AVONG THE 
COUNTRIES HE HAS .VISITED ARE Tti£ SOVIET Ut.ION, HUIIICARY, . 
PQ..ANO ANO CHINA, . 
Ht TCl.O REPCRTERS OEC~MBER 25 THAT O~'<E OF HIS F IP ST 
PRICRITIES AS AGRICULTU!.AL SECRE.lARY WOULD BE T.O ~ORK ON 
L 1FT lt.G THE SOVIET GRAIN EMBARGO '"U~OE.R' THE R IGHl CIRCUt.l• 
STANCES ANC AT THE RIGHT TIME,• 
BLOCK POINTED OUT THAT EVEN IF THt E.lJBAAGO WERE LIFTED,. 
THE SOVIET UNION WOULD NOT BE ABLE. 10. BUY AOOITIO~.lL 
AMERICAN GRAIN, SINCE IT HAS-ALREADY f'URCHASE.O THE t.'AXI._,U~· 
Al.l.fmEO UNDER A FIVE•YEAR Uo S,•SOVIET BILATERAL AG~E.EWENT, 
FURTHER PURCHASES ARE SUaJECT TO CONSULTATIO~S BETWEE~· THE· 
TWO GOVERNVENTS, 
HE SAID HE IS GENERALLY OPPOSED TO BILATERAL GRAIN 
AGREEMENTS •• THAT THE FREE MARKET SYSTEV IS THl BEST WAY TO 
ALLOCATE FOOD SUPPLIES WORLD~IDE. THE ILLI~OIS FAR~ER TOLD . 
Rt~ORTERS THAT FOOD "IS ONE OF THE ~CST TRE~~~OOUS ~~APONS 
WE HAVE," 
BLOCK'S ·N~INATION HAS BEEN STRO~LY SUPPORTED BY S(~ATOR 
ROBERT D.OLE. CR•K.U~. ), CHAII\M.lN OF THE SENATE FINA~CE 
C~~ITTE.E, ~HO CONTENDS THAT TH£ NEW AOMif'.IISTRATION t.EEOS AN 
ACTIVE. FAq~ER AS AGRICULTURE SECRETARY A~D A MIDWESTERNER IN. 
THE CAI31NE.T, 
SI.OCK, 45, A WEST POII'.IT GRADUATE, IS CONSIDERED ONE OF 
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL FAR~ERS lt-.1 ILL I NO IS, HIS ,,OOO•ACRE (1,200-HECTARE> CORN, SOYBEAN AND HOG FAR~ HAS EXPANDED FRO~ 
ITS ORIGINAL 700 ACRES C280 HECTARES> SINCE THE EARLY 
1~&o• s. 
ACCORDING TO ILLINOIS FARM GROUPS; BLOCK HAS ESTABLISHED 
A GOOD RECORD ON SOIL CONSERVATION, PRESERVATION OF 
FARVLANDS ANO OTHER'PERTII'<ENT AGRICULTURAL ISSUES, HE 
FAVCRS HIGHER PRICE SUPPORTS f'OR FARV PRODUCTS BUT IS 
AGAINST ~OST OTHER GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION I~ TH~ 
AGR ICU.. TUUL SECTCR, . 
ON THE SUBJECT OF FOOD STAVPS •• t. PROCR UJ OF FOOD AIO TO 
THE POOR IN THE UNITED STATES •• BLOCK S.UO HE IS "~'OT 
OPPOStO IN PRINCIPLE BUT ••• IT'S REALLY GlTTING OUT OF Ht.NO,• 
THE PROGRAM' s· RATE OF GROWTH, HE SAID, MUST Bl HAL lEO, 
BLOCK FEELS HE COULD DO A GOOD JOB AS SECRETARY OF 
AGRICULTURE, EVEN THOUGH HE· ~AS NO SI~NIFICANT WASHINGTON 
E.XPER IENCE. 
'"I THINK I COULD BRING SO~ETHING TO WASHINGTON THAT WOULD 
BE VERY VITAL AND USEFUL, AND THAT'S AN AGRICULTURAL 
BACKGROUND .. , l BACI<GROUND IN FAI\t.IIM; EXPERIENCE H.O VERY. 
RECENT FARMING EXPERIENCE," BLOCK SAIOo '"I. WOULD SAY THAT 
SERVING AS DIRECTOR OF ONE OF TME LARGEST A~ VOST I~POqTANT 
AGRICULTURAL STATES IN THIS LA~O IS NOT TOO BAD A BACKGROUND 
ALSO," HE ADDEO, . 
BLOCK SAIJ HE IS BOTH HOPEFUL AND CONFluENT THAT T~£ 
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURt WILL HAVE A STRONG VOICE IN THE 
RHGAN CABINET. 
• X X X • 
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MALCOLM BALDRIGE: COMMERCE (PROFILE) 
THE DIRECTOR OF A LEAOI~G ~A~UFACTURING FIR~ HAS BEEN 
N~INATEO BY PRESIOENT•ELECT RONALD REAGAN TO BE THE ~W 
U.s. S.;:O\EhR Y OF C()J'v1ERCE. 
MALCOLM BALDRIGE, ~8, IS CHAI~MAN ANO CHIEF £XECUTIV£ 
OFFICER OF SCOVILL, INCORPORATED, OF WATERBURY, CONNECtiCUT. 
HE JOINED THAT FIR~ I~ 1962 AND BECAME ITS TOP OFFICER THE 
FOLLOWING YEAR, UNDER HIS LEADERSHIP, SCOVILL ~AS SHIFTED 
FR~ A ~ETALS AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS MA~UFACTURER TO A 
DIVERSIFIED PRODUCER OF HOUE APPLIANCES, FASTEt-.oE.RS, LOCI<S, 
AUT~OTIVE EQUIP~ENT AND I~DUSTRIAL AUTOMATION DEVICES. THE 
·FtRt.t HAS 85 PLANTS I~ THE UNITED STATES AI'{) 22 OTHER 
COUNTRIES. ITS SALES HAVE GROWN FROt.' 169 MILLION DOLLARS IN 
196, TO 9b2 U ILLI ON IN 1979, Pl. lC I:O..G IT 'OOTH 1.~ THE FOR iU~E 
MAGAZINE LIST OF THE ,00 LEADI~G INDUSTRIAL CORPOPATIO~S IN 
THE UNITEO'STATES. , 
THE. COMt.IE.RCE DEPA~TMENT'S PRINCIPAl. FU1'4CTION I~ TO 
STRENGTH£~ THE ECONOM I:.. .:lEVELOPMEIIiT OF THE U~< IT EO STAlES 
THROUGH A WIDE VARIETY OF SERVICES, RANGING FRO~ THE 
CATHERI~G OF STATISTICAL I~FORVATION TO PROVIDING ASSISTANCE 
TO BUSINESS FIR~S A-NO PROMOTING U.~. EXPORTS. 
. lT A ffASHI.~GTON NEV4S BRIEFING INTRODUCING SOME. OF THE 
REAGAN CABI~ET NOMI~EES DECE~9ER 11, dALDRIG~ SAID ON~ OF 
HIS FIRST PRIORITIES I~ THE OEPARTME~T WILL BE TO HELP RAISE 
,THE PRODUCTIVITY OF U.S. 13USII'.oESS. Ht. SAID HE. WOU.D BE CONSI• 
OER I~G TAX VEASURES, REl.l EF FROM GOVERNt.'EtiiT R~GUUT ION AMl PRO· · 
OUCTIVITY -- NOT ONLY OF LABOR BUT ALSO MANAGEMENT PRODUCTIVITY. 
OUR INC THE 1980 PRESIDENTIAl. .PRIMA~ IES, BAL.DR ICE L~O THE 
SUCCESSFUL CONNECTI~UT CAMPAIG~ OF REPUBLICA~ CANDIDATE. 
GEORGE BUSH, ~OW THE VICE PRE~IDE~T-ELECT. AFT~R REAGAN ~ON 
THE REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL ~OMI~ATIO~, BALDRIGE B~CAt.'E 
NATIO~AL VIC!:: CHAIR,.AN OF A BUSt:>.:E.SSh.t.(N•FOR-fii:.AGAt-.1 ORGANI2A• 
TION. HE IS IOENTIFI~D AS A LO~G·TI~E ~OO~RATE REPUBLICAN, 
THC COMMERC£ NOMINEE WAS BOR~ OCTOBtR b, 1922, I~ OVAHA, 
NtBRASKA. AS A YOUTH HE SPlNT HI$ ~UMMlR~ WO~I<I~G ON CATTLE 
RANCHES, ~HERE HE BECAME AN EXPERT CALF•ROP£R •• AN AVOCATION 
THAT Ht STILL PURSUES. HE HA~ WON ~UM~ROUS RODEO CHA~PIO~SHIPS 
AND IS A F~MER 0 !RECTOR OF THE. RODEO COW80YS ASSOCIATION. . 
BALDRIGE WAS GRA~UATED FROM YALF. UNIVERSITY, ~ITH A B.A. 
DEGREE IN 194~. HE SERVED I~ THE u.s. AR,.'t' FRO~ 19b' TO 
1946. HE ROSE TO THE RANK OF CAPTAIN AND SA~ ACTION I~ THE 
PACIFIC OUR lNG THE· SECOND WORl.O WAR, . IN. 1947, HE JOINED THE· 
EASTERN CWPANY •• A ~ETAL PRODUCTS ~ANUFACTUP.ER IN 
CONNECTICUT ... AND W,ORKEO HIS WAY UP TO PRESIDENT OF THE 
FIRM BEFORE MOVING TO SCOVILL.· 
IN ADDITION TO HIS RESPONSIBILITIES WITH SCOVILL, 
BALDRIGE IS A MEMBER OF THE BOA~D.OF DIRECTORS OF SEVERAL 
OTHER LARGE. CORPORATIONS. HE lS • W.E~BER OF THE BUSINESS 
COU~CIL, AN ORGANIZATION OF LEADING U.S. BU~I~E.SS~E~; THE 
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, AI'.O THE lt..H.~NAliONAl. CHUiBER 
OF CWME.RCE. 
BALDRIGE IS .. 'ARR lEO AMl HAS T"40 DAUGHTERS. 
• X X X • 
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JAMES EDWARDS: ENERGY (PROFILE) 
FCR~ER GOVERNCR AN ADVOCATE OF NUCLEAR POWER 
JAMES B. EDWARDS, A LONG•TIME SUPPORT~R OF RONALD REAGAN 
AND THE PRESIDENT-ELECT'S CHOICE FOR SECRETARY OF ENERGY, 
WILL BRING A CONSERVATIVE, 'PRO•NUQ.£AR ENERGY OUTLOOK TO THE 
JOB. 
EDWARDS, A FORMER R(PUBLIC.AN GOVERNOR OF SOUTH CAROLI~A, 
IS SLATED TO TAKE THE HEUJ OF' THE TWO•YE.AR OLD AGE."'CY WHICH 
REAGAN HAS SAID HE WOULD LIKE EV~NTUALLY TO 'lLIWINATE. 
EDWARDS SAID IN A RECENT PRESS I~TERVIE.W THAT HE HOPES TO 
GO TO ~ASHINGTON TO "WORK MYSELF OUT OF A JOB." IMMEDIATELY 
FOLLONING HIS CONFIRMATION BY THE U.S. SENATE, HE PLANS T~ 
BEGIN THE TASK OF REDUCING THE Bl.REAUCRACY IN THE DEPARH.·E~T 
OF ENERGY. 
"I A~ NOT AN EXPERT ON ENERGY," E.DftARDS TOLD REPORTERS 
DECEMS(R 22, HO~EVER, HE SAID HE PLANS TO SURROUND HIW.S£LF 
WITH A TOP-QUALITY STAFF TO DEAL WITH "REAL l\ORLD'PROBLE.MS 
THAT HAVE To BE sa..vED." 
AS GOVER NCR OF SOUTH CAROL INA FROM 197' TO 197g, EDWARDS 
CREATED A NEW STATE ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND ARRANGED 
FOR IT TO BE FINANCED BY GRANTS FROM PRIVATf FOUNDATIONS AND 
LARGE CCRPCRATIOIIIS. 
IN 1978, HE SERVED AS CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL GOVER~ORS 
ASSOCIATION SUBCOMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR ENERGY AND AS CHAIRMAN 
OF THE SOUTHERN GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE. IN THIS ROLE, tE: rtAS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PREPARATIOIII OF AN INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR 
STATE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT. 
EDWARDS HAS CONSISTENTLY ~UPPORTED NUCLEAR POWER AS THE 
"CLEANE~T AND THE SAFEST" WEANS OF PRODUCING ENERGY. 
HQnEVER, HE HAS TESTIFIED BEFORE CONGRESS ON SEVlR~L 
OCCASIONS ON THE NEED FOR AN ACCEPTABLE U.S. PR.OGR AM 
GOVERNING DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR WASTES. 
AS GOVERNOR, EDWA~OS ALSO WAS KNOrt~· IN SOUTH CAROL INA FOR 
HIS CRUSADE AGAINST WASTE AND MIS~ANAGEMENT OF THAT STATE'S 
PUBLIC rtELF ARE RESOt.RCES. 
EDWARDS, '~' WAS AN ORAL SURGEON IN CHARLESTON, SOUTH 
CARQ..INA, UNTIL .. HE SUCCESSFULLY RU• FOR GOVERNOR IN 1974. 
BEFC~E THAT, HE SERVED AS CHA IRMA~ OF THE COUNTY AND 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT REPUBLICAN COMMITTEES AND AS A STATE 
SENATOR IN 1972. HE IS MARRIED AND HAS TWO CHILDREN. 
• X X X -
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(PROFILE) 
THROUGHOUT 1HE HALLS OF CONGRESS, PRESIDE~T-ELECT RONALD 
REAGAN'S CHOIC£ FOR DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF MANAGtMENT AND. 
BUDGET (()AB) IS KNOWN AS A CHAMPION OF CONSERVATIVE, 'FREE• 
ENTERPRISE ECONOMICS, . 
CONGRESSMAN DAVID STOCKMAN <R·MICH,), ,b, IS A STROM; 
PROPONENT OF WHAT H~S BEEN CALLED "SUPPLY SIDE" £CONOMI CSa 
LARGE TAX CUTS, MAXIMIJ.C REDUC.TIONSINFEDERAL SPENDING AM> 
DRASTIC SLASHING OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSI~ESS, 
THESE MEASt..RES, STOCKMAN SAYS, WILL LEAD TO PRODUC·TIVITY 
.GAINS AND INCREASE ECONOMIC OUTPUT ft ITHOUT EXACERBATING· 
I NFL AT I ON, 
AS DIRECTOR OF OMB, STOCKM~N'S PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY 
ftiLL BE TO PREPARE THE COMPREHENSIVE TEDERAL BUDGET. THAT THE 
PRESIDENT MUST SUBMIT TO CONGRESS EACH YEAR. . 
IN THIS ROLE, STOCKMAN TOLD REPORTERS OECE~ER 11, HE 
PLANS TO FULFILL PRESIOENT•ELECT REAGA~'S COMMITMENT TO CUT 
FEDERAL SPENDING BY TWO PERCENT FROM CURRENT LEVELS IN THE 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER ,0, 1981. 
"THERE IS NO INDICATION WE WILL BACK OFF FROM THAT . 
CWM I TMENT," HE SA 10, . . 
STOCKMAN IS A STRONG SUPPORTER OF THE KEMP•ROTH TAX 
PROPOSAL TO CUT PERSONAL TAXES BY '0 PERCENT OVER Tt£ NEXT 
THREE YEARS. 
"THE KEMP•ROTH PLAN REPRESENTS. NOT A NARROW 
RECOMMENDATION ABOUT. IRS <INTE~NAL REVENUE SERVICE) TABLES, 
BUT A NEW.PREMISE ABOUT NATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY AND THE 
INGREDIENTS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH, SOCIAL MOBILITY AND NON• 
INFLATIONARY PROSPERITY," HE WROTE IN A JULY 15 ~ASHINGTON 
POST ARTICLE. "THE KE~P·ROTH IDEA SHIFTS THE FOCUS TO 
PRODUCER INCENtiVES AND OPPORTUNITY, TO THE MIRACLES OF 
MARKETPLACE EFFICIENCIES, COMPETENCE AND INNOVATION; AND TO 
THE FALLEN FLAC OF A STABLE MONETARY STANDARD," ' . 
STOCKMAN IS OPP.OSEO TO FEDERAL INTERVENTION IN THE 
MARKETPLACE. kE OPPOSED THE 1979 LEGISLATION THAT GRANTED 
LOAN GUARANTEES TO RESCUE THE CHRYSLER CORPORATION FROM 
BANK~UPTCY •• ~N AUTO MANUFACTURING· FIRM THAT IS BASED IN 
HIS ~ATIVE MICkiGAN. . · 
STOCKMAN WAS BORN. IN TEXAS NOVEMBER 10, 19116, HE GREW UP 
IN ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN, A~O GR.ADUATED FROM MlCHIGAN STATE 
-------- ----· -- ····-·- .. 
UNIVERSITY IN 1968 WITH A DEGREE IN HISTORY. THAT YEAR HE 
ENTERED HARVARD DIVINITY SCHOOL, AND INTERRUPTED HIS 
GRADUATE STUDIES IN 1970 TO ACCEPT A POSITION ON THE STAFF 
OF REPRESENTATIVE JOHN ANDERSON <R·ILL.>. 
IN 1972, STOCKMAN WAS NA\1EO EXECUTIVE OIRECTOR OF THE· 
HOUSE REPUBLICAN CONFERENCE COMMITTEE FROM WHICH HE RESIGNED 
IN ·1975 TO RUN FOR CONGRESS. 1HE WON ELECt ION TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN 1976, WAS RE•ELECTED IN 1978 AND AGAIN 
LAST NOVEMBER. 
A BACHELOR, STOCKMAN'S MAIN INTERESTS tN CONGRESS HAVE 
BEEN ENERGY AND ECONOMICS. HE SERVES ON 1HE INTERSTATE AND 
FOREIGN CO~~ERCE COMMI~TEE. 
• X X X • 
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.mANE Kti(KPJ\'!'~ICK: __ Q~~· AMBASSADOR TO 'rilE U.N. (PROFILE) 
LIKE THE P((ITICAL WO..CEN SHE.,.HiS WRITTC.N AB.OUT, JEANE 
KIRKPATRICK C0-4BINES "BRAINS ANO DYNAMISM," IN THE MADS OF 
.ONE NEWSPAPER, TI-E: WASHINGTON STAR. · "SHt IS RECOGNIZED AS A 
BRILLIANT' THINKER AS WELL AS A PERSUASIVE TEACHE.R," 
I<IRI<PATRI~K, A LIFELONG DEMOCRAT WHO JOI~lD RONALD 
REAGAN'S .CAMPAIGN THt.~ 'AS A TOP FORliGN POL tCY. AOV ISOR,' WAS 
NO..INATED DECEMBER' 22 tO BE THE NEW U. ~· AtJEUSSAOOR .TO TH~ 
UN I TEO NAT I Ot-;S~ · . . . . . 
. SHE 'IS THE FIRST WOMAN SO FAR NAM£0 TO OABI~ET'RANK IN 
THE .NEW AOMI:'-IISTRATION, · 1 
PROFESSCJ\ KIRKPATRICK, '54, STROM;LY. DI~AGREED WITH CARTf.R' 
ADt.II"41STRATION PQ.ICY, SAYING ·IT ·HAS ALLOVfEO SOVIET · .. 
INFLUENCE TO EXTt:Nl ORAW.ATICALL.Y AROUNJ THE .WORLD. THIS.· 
HAPPE~ED, SHE CHARGED, PART~Y 8£CAUSE THE PRESIDlNT'S HU~A~ 
Ft IGHTS .PCl.ICY HAS WEAKENED LEADERS FR I ENOL t TO THE l,INITE.O. ;' 
STATES., MElli SUCH AS THE SHAH .OF IRA.N, · Af'..O A !loUT AS 10. SOtiOZA 
IN NICARAGUA. · · · ' 
BCJ\N. IN OJ<lAH().fA I~ 1926, I< IAKPATR ICK RECE.IVED A· . ·· . 
DOCTCJ\ATE DEGREE FRa.t 'NEW YORK' S· COl!.UtJBU U~I~ERSITY Af\10 DID 
POST•CRADUATE STlt)Y AT THE. PARIS 11\STITUTf. OF POLITICAL 
SCIENCE. . · 
·SHE WORKED AS A STATE DEPARTMENT RESEARCH H'ALYST, . 
MAAR lED ANOTHER STATE OEPARTt.·E.~T OF'riC'ER, ~VRON I< IR'KPATI\ICI< 
(NOW PRESiDENT OF THE AMERICAN POLITICAL ~CIENCE 
ASSOCIATION>, AIIID DEVOTED HERSEl.F TO RAISI.I\G Tlf\lE. SONS, NOW 
21, 22, AND 24 YEARS OLD. . . . . . 
. IN 196~ SHE RETURNED TO HER CARE~R AS PROFE.S$0R IN 
TRINitY COLLEGE, A CATHOLIC I~STITUTION I~ WASHI~GTON A~~ 
EDITED "THE STRATEGY OFOECEPTIOt.r, A STUlY If'.! W6RLDWIOE . 
C~tJUNIST TACTICS," . . 
THREE YEARS LATER KIRKPATRICK WROT~ A STUDY OF FOREIGN 
STUDENT~ IN THE UNITE[) STATES. IN 1968 ·SHE AUTHO.RED "MASS 
BEHAVIOR IN BATTLE AND CAPTIVITY," AND lh 1971 PRODUCED· A 
STU)Y OF PERONIST ARGENT.INA. · . · . 
StE eAOKE WITI1 HER PARTY'S PRESIDENTIAL NOMINE.E, GEORGE 
MCGOVERN, IN THE 1972 ELECTION At.O BACKED RICHARD NIXON. 
AFTER THE NIXON ELECTION, KIRKPATRICK SERVED ON THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS OF THE COMMITTEE FOR A DE~OCRATIC MAJORITY, FOR~ED 
WITH THE AIM OF RETURNI~C.THE PARTY TO WMAT THE CO~~ITTEE 
CALLED "THE IOEQ.OG I CAL MA INSTREA,M• "· 
s.tE Al.so stRvEo As v lcE-cHA ~-1\L;iN, ALoNCs'lot ·HuBERT . 
HUMPHREY, ON A DEMOCRATIC PARTY GROUP TO IMPROVE THE. METHOD 
OF SELECT INC VICE•PRESIOE~T~ · · 
IN 19711, BY THEN A PROFESSOR lT GEORGE.TO~N UNIVERSITY,. 
KIRKPATRICK WROTE "POLITICAL WOMEh•" AN IN-DEPTH STUDY OF 48 
rtO.CE~ STATE LEGISLA.TORS. ~ROTE TH~ WASHif'.oGTON STARa "HER 
BOOKS SHOW SHE CA~ SPEAK THE l.'ANGUAGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
SCHOLARSHIP ANO EXPRESS HERSELF .WITH LITERARY EL~CANCE..,. 
TWO YEARS LATER KIRKPAlRICK,WROTE "THE PRESIDENTIAL . 
ELITE," AND IN 1978, "OIS~ANTLING THE PAR.TIESa A FIEFLECTION 
ON. PARTY REFCJ\M," THAT SA~E.' YEAR SHE lO IH.O "Tt-IE' NE.n Cl.ASSt 
THE NEW A~ERICAN PCl.ITICAL SYSTEM."' , . · · 
SINCE 1977 ~HE HAS BEE.N A RE~ IDE. NT SCHOLAR OF THE • 
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE, A WASHINGTO~'"THINI< TAN!<·," 
AND THE GECJ\GETOWN UNIVERSITY CEMEf\ FOR STRATt:G IC STUDIES. 
KIRKPATRICK IS OUTSPOKEN'Ih EXPRESSING HE.R OPI"'IO~S. 
THIS 'DECEt.~BER 7 SHE. TOLD THE "'Ere YO:-:\K T1~E.s· THAT EL SALVADOR 
IS "NEAR COLLAPSE"·AMl ONTI-IE BAINK OF A·LEFT~WINGTAI<EOV(R, 
IN PART BECAUSE OF. THE CARTER ADM INISTRAlldN''S CUT•OFF OF' . 
AID. . . - ·' . : . 
KIRKPATRICK CALLS HERSELF' "& PR~MATURE. FEMifiiiST.,. . HER . HUSBA~ SUPPCRJS HER POt. IT ICAL cAREE.R. AI'.IO IN 'A ~OT£ TO H(R 
BIOGRAPHY IN "WHO'S WHo,• SHE WROTE.& 
"MY EXPERIE~CE OE~O~STRATES TO ~y SATISFACTION lHAT IT IS 
BOTH POSSIBl.t; AfiiO FEASIBL~ FOR WOwEN. IN OUR TI~ES TO 
SUCCESSFULLY C~81NE'TRAOITIO"'AL AND ·PROFe~SIO~AL ROLES, 
THAT IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO ;APE MEN'S CARI:.ER PATTERNS •• . 
STARTING EARLY At-.0 KEEP.ING ONE~S .NOSL. TO THE. G1Ut'.OS1'0NE,. BUT. 
THAT, INSTEAD, O~E CAN 0('1 QUITE ·DIFFERENT THI~S AT 
DIFFERENT STAGES OF Ot\'E'S'LifEo ALL THAT IS REQUIRED IS A 
LITTLE LUCK AND A.LOT OF 'WORK," .. 
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SENATOR LUGAR : EUROPEAN AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITTEE (PROFILE) 
1\ I CHARD GREEN LUGAR, CHAIRMAN OF THE EUROPEAN Af:FAIRS 
SUBC~~ITTEE OF THE SENATE FOREIG~ RELATIO~S CO~ITTEE IN 
THE NEXT CO~CRESS, WAS BORN 0~ ~PRIL 4, 1932. BOTH SIDES OF 
HIS FAMILY HAVE LONG BEE~; HOOSIERS •• THE LUGAR~ BE.GA~ 
FAR~ lNG It-t GRANT COUNTY II\ 182g, A~ HIS t.•OTHE.R' S SIDE· OF 
THE FA~ILY FLED POLITICAL OPPRESSION I~ CE.R~A~Y DURI~G THE 
1940S AND SETTLED I~ INDIANAPOLIS. 
AS A YOUNG MAN, LUGAR EXC~LLEO IN ACAD~~IC AtD 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIE~. A~ AN E.AGLE. ~COUT, Ht. 8E.CA~E 
CENTRAL INDIANA'S FIRST WINNER OF THE GOD AND COUNTRY A~ARD. 
IN 1950, HE GRADUATED FIRST I~ HIS CLASS AT I~OIA~~POLIS 
SHORTR lOGE. HIGH SCHOOL, AND WAS t-.A~'E.D OUTSTANDifi:G WALE 
GRADUATE.. AT DE~ISON UNIVERSITY IN GRANVILLE., OHIO, LUGAR 
WAS EU.CTED CD-PRESIDENT OF THE ~TUOt.NT 30DY <THE. OTHER co-
PRESIDENT, CHARLENE S~·ELTZER, WAS TO BECOwE VAS, RICHA~O G, 
LUGAR lt-. SEPTt.~B£R OF 1)56>, t'f111LE COI.•PIL lNG U. ACADE.~IC 
RECORD THAT PLAC~O HJM FlRST AMONG THE GRADUATI~G CLASS OF 
1954. HI~ AQHIEVC~ENT~ EAR~ED HI~ A RHODES ~CHOLARSHIP, THE 
FIRST T I~1 E A DEN IS ON STUDENT HAD MN THE. COVt.TED HO~l-:OR, 
LUGAR VOLUr-.TERREO FOR ACTIVE DUTY I~ THt UNITE.O STATES 
NAVY, AND DURI~G MOST OF HI$ THREE. YE.ARS A~O FOUR ~ONTHS OF 
ACTIVE DUTY HE SERVED AS PERSONAL INTeLLIGE~Ct BRIEFER FOR 
AD~IRAL ARLEIGH A, BURKE, T~CN·THE CHIEF OF NAVAL 
OPERATION$, 
IN MAY OF 1960, LIEUTEN(NT LUGAR AND HIS WIFE, CH~R, 
RETUR~£0 TO I~IANAPOLIS. WITH HIS YOUNGER BROTHtR, TO~, HE 
BORROI'IEO SUFFICIENT C•PITAL TO BUY SUBSTANTIAL HOLDI~GS IN 
TH~AS L. GREE~ A~ CO., I~C., ~ANUFACTL~ERS OF FOOD 
PRODUCT 10~ VACHINERY, AND IN LUGAR STOCK FAR~S, INC,, A 60,• 
ACRE LIVESTOCK Af\D GRAIN OPERATIO"" IN SOUTHWEST ~lRION 
COUNTY. 
~AY OF 196~ MARKED LUGAR"S FIRST BID FOR ELECTIVE OFFICE, 
WHEN THE VOTERS OF I~IA~APOLIS TAPPED HIM FOR VEWBERSHIP ON 
THE INDIANAPOLIS BOARD OF SCHOOL COMWISSIOf\ERS. HE SERVED 
ON THE BOARD U~TIL 19'7 <nHEN HE RESIG~EO TO RUN FOR MAYOR 
OF INDIANAPOLIS>, AND IN 196'5 HE SE.RVEO AS THE. BOARD'S VICE 
PRE.SIOE.NT, 
IN NOV(M~ER OF 1967, DICK LUCAR WAS E.LECTED MAYOR OF 
INDIANAPOLIS~ HIS WAS THE. FIRST REPLIBLICA~ AOMINISTRATIO~ 
IN NEARLY TtlO DECADES A~O Oi'ILY THI:. THIRD IN THE. PRt.V,IOUS 
FOO TY ·YEARS OF I NO IANAPOL IS POL. IT I CS. 
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IN 1971, LUGAR WON NOVIIIIATION FOR AN UNPREC~OENtEO SECO~O 
FOl.R• YEAR TERM AS MAYOR OF INO I Af<IAPOL IS AND WAS RE~ELlCTEO 
IN A UNDSL IDE. 
IN HIS UNSUCCESSFUL U.~. SENATE CA~PAIGN IN 197b, LUGAR 
LEO THE REPUBLICAN STATE. LEGISLATIVE T ICt<t.T BY ~7,000 VOH.S. 
IN 1975 LUGAR CHOSE ~OT. TO RUN FOR A TH IRO Tl: .. fiM AS MAYOR, ' 
AND DURING 1976 HE· SERVED AS VISITING PROF~SSOR AT INDIANA 
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY, WHERE HE TAUGHT COURSES IN ETHICS IN 
GOVERNME~T AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVER~~E~T. 
IN NOVEMBER OF 1976, DICK LUGAR WAS ELECTED TO THE UNITED 
STATES SENATE, DEF'EA.TI.NG R. VA~CE t'jARTI<E, A THREE•TERM 
DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT. LUGAR THUS BECAME THE FIRST 
REPUBLICAN IN TWENTY YEARS TO WIN ELECTION TO THE SE~ATE 
FRIll I NO I A, 
IN THE SENATE,.OICt< LUGAR HA~ SERVED IN THE. CO~MITTEE ON 
AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FOR£STRYJ TH~ CO~MITTEE ON 
BANKING, HOUSING;. AND URBAN AFFAIRSJ THE COtJt.~ITTE£ Or-. 
FOREIGN RELATIONSJ A~D THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGE~CE. 
AS A MEMBER OF THE SEI'.ATE FORE IGI'. RELAT'IONS co ... :M ITTE£, 
LUGAR WAS AN OUTSPOKEN CRITIC OF THE SALt II TREATY, .AND 
VOTED AGAINST REPORTING THE TREATY TO THE FULL SENATE. 
LUGAR OPPOSED THE PANAMA CANAL TREATIES IN 1978. 
SENATOR LUGAR HAS RECEIVED 100 PERCENt POLITICAL RATINGS 
FR~ THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE A~ERICAN SECL~ITY 
COUNCIL. OTHER ORGANIZATIONS THAT HAVE FOUND LUGAR'S 'OTING 
RECORD CONSISTENT WITH THEIR IDEALS ARE THE AWERICAN 
CONSERVATIVE. UNION, AMERICANS FOR CONST ITL1T IONAL ACT ION, THE 
A~ERICAN FARM BUREAU, NATIUNAL AS~OCIATEO BUSIN~SS~E~, 
C~MITTEE FOR THE SUR'.'IVAL OF A FREt CONGRESS, AND THE 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSI~ESS, -
0 ICK LUGAR HAS BEEN HONORED WITH IIIUWEROU~ AWARDS, H£ rus 
NAMED "WATCHDOG OF THE TREASlR Y" FOR THC. 9?TH CONGRESS BY _ 
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATED BUSINESStJ(N, AND IN 1978 THE 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPE~DENT BUSINESS'IEN A\'IAROED LUt;AR 
ThE "GUARDIAN OF S ... ALL BU~IN(SS" AWARD,. IN 197'5, LUGAR WAS 
THE RECIPIENT OF 'THE "FIORELLO LAGUARDIA AWARD" FRO~ THE 
CENTER Fa\ NE.W Yll\K CITY AFFAIRS OF THE NEW SCHOOL FOR 
SOCIAL RESEARCH. EIGHTEEN HONORARY DOCTORATES FRO"' COL~EGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES ACROSS THE UNITED ~TATES HAVE BEEN 
CONFERRED ON SE".ATOR LUGAR. . . . 
SENATCJ\ LUGAR IS A LAY MIIIII~TE..R IN THE METt10D 1ST CHLRCH, . 
HE AND ~RS. LUGAR ARE THE PAREI'.TS OF FOLIR SOIII~, MARK, BOB, 
JOHN, AND DAVID. 
• X X X • 
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